
 

The Skylark Sings :texts and sources 
 
I.  Skylarks 
The Skylark 
The skylark sings 
Making ripples in the clouds 
  Seien 1 
Soaring Skylarks 
How they soar, treading on the clouds, 
Inhaling the haze-the skylarks 
  Shiki  
The Skylark 
See how the skylark vies 
With the spring wind in strength. 
  Yasui  
The Skylarks 
Lo! The larks are hidden 
In the cloudless blue sky 
  Rikuto  
The Skylark 
The lark has drifted far away 
Blown by the mountain wind. 
  Dakotsu  
The Skylark 
Its song has fallen to earth but 
The skylark is invisible. 
  Sampu 
Quatrain 
The breeze at dawn has secrets to tell you. 
 Don't go back to sleep. 
You must ask for what you really want. 
 Don't go back to sleep. 
People are going back and forth across the doorsill 
 where the two worlds touch. 
The door is round and open. 
 Don't go back to sleep. 
  Jalal-ud-din-Rumi 2 

 
II.  Fireflies 
Fireflies 
Lo! the fireflies are afraid of  
Their reflections in the water. 
  Sute-Jo 
Fireflies 
Amid the singing insects 
The fireflies shine in silence. 
  Bakujin 1 

 
 
 
 
III. Starlight Night 
 
A Starlit Night 
It is a starlight night; 
How high, how large, the stars. 
  Shohaku 
Quatrain  



Late, by myself, in the boat of myself, 
no light and no land anywhere, 
cloudcover thick.  I try to stay 
just above the surface, yet I'm already under 
and living within the ocean. 
  Jalal-ud-din-Rumi 2 
(Excerpt from A Night for Departure) 
......Beneath this water-wheel of stars 
your sleep has been heavy. 
Observe that heaviness and beware... 
for life is fragile and quick. 
Heart, aim yourself at Love! 
Friend, discover the Friend! 
Watchman, wake-up! 
You weren't put here to sleep!..... 
  Jalal-ud-din-Rumi 3 
IV. Magic Mushrooms 
 
On a Painting of Mushrooms 
A single rock from Cinnabar Hill 
and glisttering on it:  mushrooms of five colors! 
Eat them and you will grow wings. 
Swallow them-they are good for your complexion. 
   Yun Shou-P'ing 4     
Inscribed on a Painting 
Magic mists twirl through the sky; 
the sounds of nature are heard in the silence 
Why go searching for herbs of immortality? 
You can eat these white clouds for breakfast! 
   Yun Shou-P'ing 
 
A Mushroom Gatherer Deep in the Mountains Among White Clouds 
The white clouds beyond the sky- 
 this must be your home. 
Both cheeks slightly red, a diet of cinnabar! 
But don't expect any magic mushrooms 
 to give you immortality; 
you're wasting your time, digging with your spade, 
 damaging the purple mist. 
   Hsu Wei 
 
 
 

 
V. Scarecrows 
 
The Death Verse 
One leaf flutters down in the wind; 
Another leaf drifts down, alas! 
  Ransetsu 1  
The Leaves 
The fallen leaves have sunk and settled 
Upon a rock below the water. 
  Joso 
Scarecrows 
The autumn is advanced 
And scarecrows are clad in dead leaves. 
  Otsuyo 
 



 
VI. The Giant Tortoise 
 
At Dawn, Climbing the Heavenly Pillar Peak of Mysterious Mountain 
I shake my robe-and mists disperse, leaving clear autumn sky: 
from the top most peak, I can see ten thousand miles 
 into empty distance. 
This magic mountain must have flown toward the ocean: 
how could the Hanging Gardens have grown here in the sky? 
The Bright Spirit beams down its rays 
 to Yellow Gold Hall; 
the Southern Dipper hangs high above 
 the Palace of the Red Emperor. 
Carefully count the peaks:  there are thirty-six; 
every morning, they seem to clap their hands for joy 
 like the giant tortoise of paradise. 
  Hsii Chung-hsing 4  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
VII. Quiet Birds 
 
A Silvery World 
The snow has taken all the fields 
And hills, and nothing has been left.. 
  Joso  1 
 
Do not stand at my grave and weep 
I am not there.  I do not sleep. 
 
I am a  thousand winds that blow. 
I am the diamond glint on snow. 
 
I am the sunlight on ripened grain. 
I am the gentle autumn rain. 
 
When you wake in the morning hush 
I am the swift uplifting rush 
of quiet birds in circling flight.   
I am the soft starlight at night. 
 
Do not stand at my grave and weep. 
I am not there.  I do not sleep. 
  
Native American 6  
 
 

  
Footnotes: 
1Haiku from An Anthology of Haiku Ancient and Modern translated by Asataro Miyamori, Copyright 1932 by Asataro 
Miyamori 
2Quatrain (#12) translated by John Moyne and Coleman Barks from Open Secret, Threshold Books, RD 4 Box 600 Putney VT 
05346 
3Quatrain (#91) translated by John Moyne and Coleman Barks from Love is a Stranger, Threshold Books, RD 4 Box 600 
Putney VT 05346 
4 Excerpt from  A Night for Departure  translated by John Moyne and Coleman Barks from Love is a Stranger, Threshold 
Books, RD 4 Box 600 Putney VT 05346 
5Chinese Poems from "The Columbia Book of Later Chinese Poetry translated by Jonathan Chaves, Copyright 1986 by  
Columbia University Press 
6Native American poem translated by Joyce Fossen from Earth Prayers from Around the World edited by Elizabeth Roberts and 
Elias Amidon, Harper Collins Publishers. 


